place? How much did the success of the event depend on Initiative Neue Musik Berlin's well-established networks?
What about the use of music as a weapon? It's easy to condemn large corporations for their crass abuse of music, whether it's the appropriation of tunes for TV advertising or the wallpapering of particular environments to encourage 'dwell-time' or, as was proposed for the Hermannstrasse S-Bahn, non-dwell-time. But most cultures and sub-cultures use music as part of a way of marking territory, an activity that frequently tips over into markedly more aggressive behaviour, from football chants to tunes for marching. One might even argue that everyone who wears headphones as they move through a shared social space is creating an exclusion zone around themselves, a fairly passive form of resistance but resistance nonetheless.
Finally there are the questions raised by Deutsche Bahn's view that 'atonal' music is 'something to run away from'. What is 'atonal' music anyway? Would Schoenberg's String Trio shift vagrants more quickly than Ferneyhough's? More seriously, why should the experience of listening to music always be comfortable? The history of the world is full of artefacts -visual, aural, narrative, olfactory -that were designed to be shocking and our musical lives would be utterly impoverished if all our listening was 'easy'
A silly season story perhaps and, in the end, one that isn't really about music at all. We live in societies where if you are poor and addicted to drugs you cease to be a person. Instead you become a problem and the simplest thing to do with a problem is to move it somewhere else. That's what Deutsche Bahn was planning to do. 'Atonale Musik für alle' is an unlikely rallying call with which to launch a programme for social inclusion, but it's better than running away.
